Rail Wheel Factory (RWF), under Ministry of Railways, Government of India, is one of the few integrated Plants in the world, undertaking manufacturing of wheels, axles and wheel sets under a single roof. RWF produces wide varieties of cast steel wheels (manufactured with well proven Griffin’s technology of controlled pressure pouring) with diameters ranging from 725mm to 1100mm for freight, Coaching, EMU, DEMU, Container wagons and Locomotives.

These wheels are successfully running all over Indian Railways, without any report of line failure till date. As a matter of fact, all freight stock and quite a large population of coaching stock, EMUs and DEMUs in Indian Railway network run with wheel sets manufactured at RWF. Our wheels are presently cleared for running at 110 kmph in IR system. Design validations of RWF-manufactured wheels for locomotives, EMU and coaching stocks have been done by TTCl/Pueblo (USA). RWF has also exported wheels to several countries, e.g. USA, Malaysia, Spain, Tanzania, Senegal, Mozambique etc. RWF is also certified with QMS ISO 9001:2015, EMS ISO 14001:2015, OSHAS ISO 18001:2007, AAR QA- 5000 etc.

RWF is in a position to design, make and export upto 50,000 number of wheel discs per year at competitive prices for export to Foreign customers.

You are requested to kindly bring it to the notice of all concerned. Any queries in this regard may be sent through email at email id cmoplq@rwf.railnet.gov.in.
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Chief Mechanical Engineer/Planning,
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